
Promoting your authors just got easier with Speakerfile. Our online content 
management solution and global events network helps publishers and publicists get 
their authors speaking to more audiences. Now you can professionally showcase the 
accomplishments of your authors, and manage speaking engagements and 
appearances like never before. 

Speakerfile provides you with a simple to use and affordable solution to:

Showcasing the diverse talents and expertise of your authors.!

www.speakerfile.com1.800.693.9126

Promote your authors online. !
Speakerfile provides a simple to use and affordable content 
management solution that allows you to professionally showcase 
the accomplishments of your authors. Start building branded 
speaker sites within minutes, and organize content (links to your 
author’s books, sample talks, topics, etc.) to create a professional 
online presence. 

Draw the attention of event organizers.!
A Speakerfile profile demonstrates a higher level of expertise among 
professionals, and gets your authors in front of event organizers at 
local and global levels. 

Speakerfile for Publishers

Respond faster to requests for speakers and expert sources.!
Calls from media and event organizers looking to contact one of your authors as a speaker or expert source are valuable 
opportunities, but they are also time-sensitive. Speakerfile keeps you informed of these events as soon as they surface, 
allowing you to respond faster.

Quickly identify new podium opportunities.!
Get alerts within Speakerfile to upcoming events that you should be aware of. As a global resource, our system is ideally "
suited to identifying valuable opportunities in new market sectors or geographical areas, both for speaking engagements and 
author appearances. 

Gather vital session feedback and connections from audiences. !
With the upcoming launch of the Speakerfile mobile application, speakers will soon be able to receive confidential audience 
feedback on their session in key areas. The app also helps build more lasting relationships with audience members through 
added features, such as a VCard lead builder and social media connection tools. 

Manage your authors profiles on their behalf.!
Detailed administration and speaker agent functionality allows you to 
to manage the creation and editing of profiles and handle all event 
and media inquiries on behalf of your authors. 
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Sample Profile

Speaker Dashboard!
Speaking Opportunities, "

Editing & Metrics

+ Additional Sections!
Accomplishments, Testimonials, Education & More

Key Portfolio 
Assets!

Publications, 
Pictures, Video 
Audio, Slides & 

other docs

Expertise

Speaking 
Interest & 
Availability


